Kid’s Waiver

ADMISSION AGREEMENT: Neon Cycle & Strength agrees to provide temporary, shortterm childcare services for the children of our members while those members are
present at our fitness facilities. NEON KIDS visits are limited to a maximum of 60
minutes/visit and no more than 2 visits/day, during posted NEON KIDS hours. In
exchange for this service, the member agrees to pay Neon Cycle & Strength the current
posted NEON KIDS rates at the time of service through automatic billing of the
credit/debit card on file.
By signing this agreement, the member(s) acknowledges and agree(s) that: They are
the parent or legal guardian of the child (6mo -12 years of age). NEON KIDS is only
provided while the parents/legal guardians are on-site at Neon and parents/legal
guardians understand and agree to stay on premise while their children are in NEON
KIDS.
NEON KIDS will not be able to accept sick children. Please keep your children at home
if they are experiencing any of the following symptoms: Fever or chills, cough, shortness
of breath or difficulty breathing, fatigue, muscle or body aches, headache, new loss of
taste or smell, sore throat, congestion or runny nose, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea. Our
goal is to keep all kids healthy and safe while in our care. Children must be checked in
and out by the same person. Reservations must be made through the Zingfit for each
child that uses NEON KIDS services to hold their spot and enable time to plan for
adequate staff.
The cost of NEON KIDS is $8/child for up to 60 minutes, to be paid at the time of
service. If you cancel within 6 hours of your scheduled time, or do not show up to your
scheduled NEON KIDS appointment, there will be a $8 late cancel/no show fee. This
fee will be billed to the credit/debit card on file. Late fees will be charged for children
picked up after their scheduled appointment. The fee structure is $3/child for every 15
minutes they remain in NEON KIDS heir scheduled time. These fees will be charged
directly to the credit/debit card on file at the time of service.
NEON KIDS strives to provide appropriate videos, books, and play activities in our
playrooms, however, Neon does not assume any liability or responsibility for the content
of any such video, book, or activity.
Neon staff will enforce behavioral guidelines for the protection of all children and
employees. The guidelines cover all instances of biting, pinching, fighting, or other acts
that may cause physical or emotional pain to others. We reserve the right to deny
further admittance to NEON KIDS should we feel other children or staff are unsafe.
Children should be fed and have used the bathroom or have had diapers changed,
before check-in.

No food, gum, or candy allowed in NEON KIDS.
Electronic are allowed with headphones only and may not be shared with other kids.
Neon is not responsible for lost or damaged items.
If in the event of an emergency, parents will be contacted immediately.
Member agrees and consents that Neon may use photographs, interviews, videos, and
any other media featuring you and/or your children for purposes of advertising,
illustration, broadcast, or distribution in any legal manner, and you waive any claim for
compensation for such use.
Neon reserves the right to refuse service to anyone for any reason and reserves the
right to change or modify policies and procedures at any time.
I have read and agree to abide by the NEON KIDS agreement above. I further agree to
authorize individuals identified on the Admission Agreement form as persons authorized
to pick up my child(ren) in case of emergency. In addition to the above, I also agree to
release, hold harmless and indemnify NEON CYCLE AND STRENGTH and its
employees, directors, and managers, individual partners, agents, and shareholders for
any claims made by a minor or brought on behalf of a minor.

PRINT PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN NAME:
CHILD’S NAME:
PARENT SIGNARTURE:
DATE:
NEON STAFF MEMBER NAME:

